
South Western and Midland Railway Companies 

SOMERSET AND DORSET JOINT LINE 

INSTRUCTIONS to be OBSERVED by the SIGNALMEN on DUTY at BLANDFORD, SPETISBURY and BAILEY GATE when SPETISBURY 
STATION is being OPENED and CLOSED as a BLOCK SECTION. 

1. Before opening Spetisbury as a Block Section the following instructions must be carried out, viz:- The Signalman at Spetisbury must ascertain by 

enquiry from Bailey Gate on the Telephone whether there are any trains in Block, either on the up or down line, and if there are none, he must place 

all his fixed signals to Danger, and then give the Opening of Signal Box Bell signal on the Special Bell circuit to the Signalman at Blandford, who, 

after satisfying himself that the Block Sections between Blandford and Bailey Gate are clear and the Block Indicators are in their normal position, will 

repeat this signal. 

2. The Signalman at Spetisbury must then hold over the Sykes releasing Switch to the left for several seconds, and until Sykes Instrument is 

released. 

3. The Signalman at Blandford after having received the Opening Signal from Spetisbury on the Special Bell circuit, will pass the Signal forward on 

the Ordinary Bell circuit to Bailey Gate. The Signalman at Bailey Gate after repeating the same, will press down his Bell key and keep it down for 10 

seconds. 

4. The Signalman at Blandford directly he has received a repetition of the Opening signal from Bailey Gate, will press in his special plunger and keep 

it pressed in for 10 seconds. This will cause the Sykes instrument at Spetisbury to be freed, and at the same time to slide the Day and Night Switch 

Bar to the In position, and release the locking of the Cross-over lever; when this has been done the Testing signal must then be forwarded on 

the Ordinary Bell and Block circuits by the Signalman at Spetisbury to Bailey Gate and Blandford respectively, and the repetition of these signals will 

indicate that the Bell and Instruments are in proper working order, and the Opening arrangements will then be completed. 

5. To close the Spetisbury Signal Box the Signalman at Spetisbury must take care that there are no trains in Block and that the Block Indicators are 

in their "Normal" position, he will then give the Closing of Signal-box Bell signal to Blandford and Bailey Gate, and directly afterwards pull over 

the Sykes small locking lever in front of the Signal frame, which will complete the operation. The fixed Signals must then be taken off, and all lights 

(except those required to be kept burning) extinguished, and all windows and doors secured, as laid down in Rule No 24 of the Double Line Block 

Telegraph Regulations, and in case of any failure of the Indicators or Bells until the instructions contained therein have been carried out. 

 

GEORGE H. EYRE, 

Traffic Superintendent. 

Offices, Midland Station, Bath, April 1914. 


